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Stronger Together: Zenitel and Open Options/Vanderbilt

Leverage the Voice of Access Control
for your Enterprise
Intelligent communication solutions play a
critical role in security and everyday building
operations, leading to budget optimization,
situational awareness, timely response, and
resilience.
The integration between Zenitel’s Intelligent
Communication Solutions and the DNA Fusion
Access Control system provides an easy to use, open
platform, which enables bidirectional communication
with individuals across a facility or campus, improving
response time to incidents.
Through the integration of multiple systems, such as
audio, video, identity management, and alarm events,
operators have faster access to critical information
and immediate communication to the affected area.
This allows them to take immediate action, make better
decisions, and develop more efficient processes.

Embrace the Power of Fusion
Zenitel Intelligent Communications Integrated with the DNA Fusion Access Control system
In every situation, it is crucial for all security professionals
to mitigate risk, no matter what they are protecting. Crystal
clear audio communication provides another layer of safety
and security that a silent security system cannot. Zenitel

Intelligent Communications integrated with the DNA Fusion
Access Control system results in a solution that offers
actionable insight into risks and potential physical breaches.
Key integration features include:

Multi-Mode Verification

Customizable Map Icons

Monitor unmanned points utilizing
Zenitel’s HD video door stations for
audio and video verification.

Import your unique audio icons and
place on graphical maps in DNA
Fusion.

View Live and Recorded Video
Associate up to 16 cameras with any
intercom location. View video from
incoming intercom calls from inside
DNA Fusion.

Public Address

Achieve public address system
functionality with “All Call” and
“Group Call” features.

System Supervision

Extensive Reporting Capabilities
Information-ready reports are easily
run and available on multiple areas and
doors for an audit trail.

Audio Device and ICX-AlphaCom status
reflected in DNA Fusion system status
tree. Filter them on a variety of factors such
as time, date, station location, and event.
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DNA Fusion™

DNA Fusion™ is built using the very
latest in software development
technology. DNA Fusion is designed
for the extended enterprise, taking full
advantage of the Distributed Network
Architecture model. DNA Fusion aims
to revolutionize the access control
industry by removing many of the
limitations to enterprise deployment
inherent in the typical access control
application. DNA Fusion allows users
to monitor several systems through
a common interface including audio
and IP video recording. DNA Fusion
is designed with 100% InfoReady
architecture. For the user, their
information is always right at their
fingertips, eliminating the need to run
a report, or several reports, to get the
data they need.

DNA Fusion and ICX-AlphaCom Features
Easy Calling – Click on a number button or map icon to place
or answer a call
Associating Events – Use host macros to take action in
DNA Fusion based on ICX-AlphaCom events
Emergency Notification – An alarm generated in DNA
Fusion can initiate notification to the ICX-AlphaCom system
in an emergency
Receive Events – ICX-AlphaCom events are recorded in
DNA Fusion logs for extensive reporting capabilities
Intercom Status – View change of status when the station is
in use
Audio on Graphics – Every voice notification can be visually
displayed through a facility diagram/graphic map, ensuring
rapid response

Zenitel’s ICX-AlphaCom Communication
Platform
Zenitel’s scalable, server-based platform enables advanced
communication management, integrated with security
applications.

DNA Fusion System Integration Options
Features:

ICX-AlphaCom
Zenitel: 100260230x - API license depending on number of intercom
stations
Additional licenses required from Open Options: OO‑Zenitel

Integration licenses required

Intercom stations displayed in system tree and graphic maps

(audio and video stations)

Station/system status indicated in system tree/graphical maps

(Online, busy, offline)

Associate external cameras with intercom stations

(up to 16)

Customizable event triggers
Call requests displayed in DNA Fusion user interface
Answer call requests from the system tree/graphic maps

(Desktop station/PC client required for audio)

End/cancel calls from the system tree/graphic maps
Initiate calls to individual intercom stations from system tree/graphic
maps
Door release from the DNA Fusion user interface
Door release from intercom master station (usually by pressing 6)
Record video from the stations based on events/alarms through DNA
Fusion logs
Intercom events, call history and statuses logged in the event grid
Reports can be run on communication events (calls/announcements)
View live and recorded video from video stations
When VMS is integrated, watch recorded video from intercom event
within DNA fusion
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Why Zenitel?
Zenitel is well positioned to drive the future of intelligent critical-communication solutions. Through our portfolio of IP products
& solutions, with built-in intelligence and a focus on cybersecurity, we provide organizations with superior, scalable security and
flexibility. Zenitel is the proven, preferred choice for environments requiring crystal-clear audio to ensure the protection of human
life, property, assets and the management of critical activities. With interoperability at all levels, we seamlessly integrate with access
control, video management and security platforms.
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